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The growth rate and pressure dependence on the intrinsic stress in sputter deposited Cu thin films has been investigated and compared to a kinetic growth model, which contains both growth and energetic contributions to stress in its description. Since microstructure also has a strong effect on intrinsic growth stress, we have been able to systematically control a fixed grain size over multiple growth conditions spanning 0.012 nm/s to 2.4 nm/s deposition rates and 0.267 Pa to 2.667 Pa pressures using a seed layer prior to film deposition. At high deposition pressures, the stress became more tensile as the growth rate increased. In the low deposition pressure regime, the stress became more tensile with increases in deposition rate until a critical cross-over point where upon further increases in deposition rate resulted in the stress becoming more compressive. These results are fitted to a kinetic model which can describe various mechanisms associated with sputter deposition intrinsic stress behavior.

![Figure 1. Kinetic model fitting curves (solid lines) overlaid on stress verses growth rate measurements of Cu.](image-url)